Charge transfer via the dative N-B bond and dihydrogen contacts. Experimental and theoretical electron density studies of four deltahedral boranes.
In an approach combining high resolution X-ray diffraction at low temperatures with density functional calculations, two closo-borates, B12H12(2-) (1) and B10H10(2-) (2), and two arachno-boranes, B10H12L2 (L = amine (3) or acetonitrile (4)), are studied by means of Atoms In Molecules (AIM) theory and Electron Localizability Indicator (ELI-D). The charge transfer via the dative N-B bonds in the arachno-boranes and via dihydrogen contacts in the closo-borates is quantified. The dative N-B bond in 4 is significantly shorter and stronger than that in 3 and in small N-B Lewis acid base adducts from the literature. It is even shorter in the gas phase than in the crystal environment in contrast to the bond shortening in the crystal generally found for N-B Lewis acid-base adducts. Furthermore, the calculated charge transfer in terms of AIM charges is opposite to the expected N → B direction but still weak as found for all other N-B bonds. The intramolecular charge redistributions due to intermolecular interactions are quantified by the AIM and ELI-D analysis of contact ion pairs. The latter method gives a deeper understanding of delocalization effects in the borane cages as well as in the counterions. Since dihydrogen bonds are rarely found in crystal structures, one focus was directed to the topologies of the large number of 58 experimentally found contacts of this type. The analysis reveals that the electron density at the bond critical point, the corresponding Laplace function, and the curvature along the bond path (λ3) show a behavior that clearly discriminates these interactions from classical hydrogen bonds, confirming earlier theoretical findings.